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Image Restoration with Multiple DirLOTs
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SUMMARY A directional lapped orthogonal transform (DirLOT) is an

U血iown Measurement AWGN Observed Restored

orthonormal transform of which basis is allowed to be anisotropic with
the symmetric, real‑valued and compact‑support property. Due to its di‑
rectional property, DirLOT is superior to the existing separable transforms
such as DCT and DWT in expressing diagonal edges and textures. The
goal of this paper is to enhance the ability of DirLOT further. To achieve
this goal, we propose a novel image restoration technique using multiple
DirLOTs. This paper generalizes an image denoising technique in [1],
and expands the application of multiple DirLOTs by introducing linear
degradation operator P. The idea is to use multiple DirLOTs to construct
a redundant dictionary. More precisely, the redundant dictionary is con‑

Fig. 1

Framework of image restoration problem setting.

structed as a union of symmetric orthonormal discrete wavelet transforms
generated by DirLOTs. To select atoms fitting a target image from the dic‑
tionary, we formulate an image restoration problem as an l1‑regularized

restoration, e.g. deblurrmg, supeトresolution and mpainting

least square problem, which can efficiently be solved by the iterative‑
shrinkage/thresholding algorithm (ISTA). The proposed technique is ben‑

sented by

[3]‑[6]. Let x ∈

be an observed image which is repre‑

eficial in expressing multiple directions of edges/textures. Simulation re‑
suits show that the proposed technique significantly outperforms the non‑
subsampled Haar wavelet transform for deblurring, super‑resolution, and

x=Pu

+w,

inpa1nting.
key words: DirLOT, deblurring, super‑resolution, inpainting, iterative‑

where u*

shrinkage/thresholding algorithm (ISTA), multi‑directional dictionary

p ∈ RJx is a linear discrete operator which represents

1. Introduction

∈

(/ ≧ J) is an unknown original image,

degradation and pixel loss through the measurement pro‑
cess, andw ∈ is ameasurementnoise modeled as azero‑
mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) , respectively.
Image restoration is a problem of finding a good candidate

High resolution displays are becoming in use m consumer
appliances, e.g. 4K TV, and medical instruments. However,
most of the present contents, such as digital terrestrial tele‑
vision broadcasting and a DVD image, are not fine enough
to fill the resolution of such an advanced displays. Consider
also a video surveillance system. A camera should take a
photo or video which has enough resolution for detecting
and analysing objects in frames, such as a person s face,
even under inferior conditions. From these background, lm‑
age restoration such as deblurring, super‑resolution and in‑
painting are demanded in a lot of image and video process‑
ing applications. In order to solve these problems, we pro‑
poses to apply DirLOTs to image restoration. This paper is
based on the article [2] and extended to include details of
proposed dictionary and experimental results.
In this study, we deal with a common problem of image
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image u∈R1 of the unknown high‑resolution clean image
u* only from the observed image x. Since the operator P
is in general not invertible, the problem is ilLposed. In this
situation, sparsity works well for the solution. The frame‑
work of the problem setting is shown m Fig. 1. In the sparse
representation approach, the candidate u is expressed by a
linear‑combination of image prototypes (atoms) in a dictio‑
naryD ∈ RIx i.e. u= Dy, where y ∈ RL is acandidate
coefficient vector, and refers to the solution of an optimiza‑
tion problem.
The selection of dictionary D, i.e. the modeling of the
original signal u*, is a quite important task for solving the
problem since it in且uences both of the restoration quality
and the computational complexity. Recent development of
image transforms involves non‑separable ones for handling
diagonal edges and textures since separable transforms are
weak in representing such geometrical structures [5]. As a
previous work, we have proposed 2‑D non‑separable Dir‑
LOTs [1]. The bases are allowed to be anisotropic with the
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metric, reaLvalued and compact‑support property. The hi‑
erarchical tree construction yields a two‑dimensional di‑
rectional symmetric orthonormal discrete wavelet transform

(SOWT). In the articles [1], [7], [8], we adopted a union of
the directional SOWTs (DirSOWTs) as a dictionary D so
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that we obtain an efficient image denoising technique.
In this paper, we propose a novel image restoration
technique by using multiple DirLOTs and evaluate the per‑
formance of deblurring, super‑resolution and inpainting.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews a

Ny
E(z)=P￨{R鑑'Q(zy)}・{]{R思Q(そzx)}・RoEo,(1)
nv=lnx=l
where

union of directional SOWTs. Section 3 proposes an im‑

・*>‑iGi(I

age restoration technique based on the dictionary, where we

lo‑

adopt ISTA as a solveH9]. Section 4 evaluates the perfor‑
mance of proposed method and verifies the significance. Fi‑

rl!昌),
Rn=WoO
Oun

nally, the conclusions follow in Sect. 5.

and

2. Union of Directional SOWTs

R[
,d}‑こo^

In this section, let us review DirLOTs, its hierarchical con‑
struction to obtain a DirSOWT and a union of DirSOWTs.

Intheaboveexpression,theproductofsequentialmatrices
isde丘nedby

2.1 2‑D Directional LOT (DirLOT)
〟

n

DirLOTs are 2‑D non‑separable transforms and have a ca‑
pability to be directional. A brief comparison of DirLOT
with other transforms is shown in Table 1. Discrete co‑

An = A/^A/ ̲1 ‑A2Ai.

n=¥

sine transform (DCT) [10] and discrete wavelet transform

Eq is an 〟 × 〟 symmetric orthonormal transform matrix
given directly through the 2‑D separable DCT, where 〟 is

(DWT) [11] do not satisfy the overlapping, orthonormal

the number of channels, i.e. M = ￨det(M)主Symbols Wo, Uc

and symmetric property simultaneously. On the other hand,

and U;, 'denote orthonormal matrices of size M/2 × M/2,

DirLOTs have a special feature that the system simultane‑

which are freely controlled during the designtprocess.

ously satisfies the fixed‑critically‑subsampled, overlapping,
orthonormal, symmetric, real‑valued and compact support
property with a non‑separable basis. As well, it can hold the

2.3

trend vanishing moments (TVMs) for any direction and has

In the followmgs, the decimation matrix is set as M

an appropriate boundary operation [1] , [12]. The directional
property works well for diagonal textures and edges.

diag(My, Afx) = diag(2, 2) in order to construct 2‑D DWT

DesignExamples
=

trees, where diag(‑) denotes the diagonal matrix which has
the argument vector as the diagonal elements. The sup‑

2.2

Lattice structure of 2‑D DirLOT

port region of each analysis (or synthesis) filter results in
My{Ny + 1) × Mx(Nx + 1). Figures 3 and 4 show design ex‑

Figure 2 shows the corresponding lattice structure of the

amples ofDirLOTs ofpolyphase order [Ny, NxY = [4, 4]

analysis bank. Let z = (zy,zx) ∈ C be avariable vector

The design examples were obtained through the genetic aト

in the 2‑D Z‑transform domain. Then, the polyphase matrix

gonthm function "ga" of MATLAB R2012a, where the fol‑

of order [Ny, Nx] is represented by the following product
form [1]:

lowing accumulated error energy was used as a cost func‑

Table 1 Comparison among image transforms.
Property

G enL O T
【
10]

5′
3,9/7
DW T 【
11]

H aar
D W T 11]

D CT
10]

D irL O T
[月

O ithonorm al
Sym m etr
ic
O verlapping
D irectional

Y es
Y es
Yes
N0

N0
Y es
Y es
N0

Y es
Y es
N0
N0

Y es
Y es
N0
No

Y es
Y es
Y es
Y es

tion:

mio∬ (¥r (ejcoy eja)A ‑ H (eJWy ejajA¥¥ da) da)
where Rm(eJOJy, eJWx) and Hm(ejaj* , ejaj*) are the frequency
responses of the ra‑th reference and analysis別ter, respec‑
tively. For a given TVM direction ￠ ∈ [一芸,普), we define

Fig. 2 Lattice structure of a four channel analysis bank ofDirLOT, where Wo, Uo, U,, for d ∈ {x,y}
are parameter orthonormal matrices, Eq is an M x M matrix directly given by 2‑D DCT, zll ancuy 1 are
shifts of the coefficients in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively.
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(a) ￠ = ‑ftrad]

(C) ￠=普rad]

(b) ￠ = f[rad]

(d) ￠ =晋[rad]

Fig.3 Examples of amplitude responses ￨Ho(ejaJy, eja>*)¥ ofDirLOTs, where [Ny,Nx]'= [4,4]', i.e.
the basis sizeis 10 x 10.

(a) ￠ =一芸[rad]

(d) ￠ = ftrad]

Fig.4

Examples of bases ofDirLOTs, where [Ny,Nx]T = [4,4]1, i.e. thebasis sizeis 10 x lO・

thematrixA=PD∈RJxL(J≦L)whichrelatestheob‑

i?o (e;'"¥ eM) by

Ro (ejt‑y, ejw*) ‑
B[ejwy,ejco^,

￠ ∈ O'i}'

servedimagextothecoefficientvectoryisnolongera
tightframe,muchlessaunionofunitarymatrices,andthe
normsofthecolumnvectorsarenotguaranteedtobeunit.
Amongavailablemethodstosolvetheproblem,ISTAisa
goodcandidateinthepresentcase[9].

B(ej'¥ej'(^x Uy叫)), ￠ ∈ [一芸,0)∪ (0, 1],

( B(,,j{coy‑coxtan￠>M), ￠ ∈ [芸却∪(2,普],
whereB(ejco^,ejwAisa2‑Dmaximally‑flatfrequencyfunc
tionB(eja)>,e^)‑2A(e^)A(e^‑)de丘nedthroughaトD
¥̲./.‑,..¥./,‑,,¥‑
maximally‑flatfrequencyfunction
A(ォ*‑)‑COS冨IP2‑1
」d[n]'sin芸,2ォ
n=O
whereQandParethenumbersofzerosatoj=0andn,
respectively,andthecoefficientsd[n]aregivenbyd[n¥一
票欝[13].ReferencesRm(ejwy,eJ‑*)form‑1,2,3
arespecifiedbymodulatingRq(tJWyp]山jtO(coy山dT‑
(n,ny,(0,n)Tand(n,0)T,respectively.
Thedesignparametersfortheexamplesshownm
Figs.3and4areP=Q=3and￠∈トtt/6,tt/6,2tt/6,
47r/6}[rad].Itisobservedthattheamplituderesponsesof
Ho(ejwy,eJOJx)areflatalongthedirectionu.‑(sin^,cos￠)
ata)1‑(coy,u)x)=(0,0).
3.ProposedImageRestorationTechniqueBasedon
MultipleDirLOTs
Wehereproposetoapplyaunionofmultipletree‑structured
DirLOTs,i.e.DirSOWTs,asDtoimagerestorationprob‑
lemsshowninFig.1.DuetothemeasurementprocessP,

3.1ProblemFormulation
AsingleDirLOTisnotsuitabletorepresentmultipledirec‑
tionalstructuresinimages.Inthefollowings,letusconsider
constructingaunionofDirSOWTs(UDSW)asadictionary
Dsoぬatdiagonaltexturesandedgesaresparselyrepre‑
sented[1],[7],[8].OurproposeddictionaryDisrepresented
by
D‑ョ。u号◎芸<E>i<J>◎T1
4>K‑¥J'(2)
where<I>ou2isanondirectionalsymmetricorthonormal
DWTwiththeclassicaltwo‑ordervanishingmoments
(VMs)asshowninFig.5[14],[15],and◎￠isaDirSOWT
constructedbyaDifLOTwith也etwo‑orderTVMsforthe
directionu￠[1].KdenotesthenumberoftheDWTs,i.e.
theredundancyofdictionaryD.SinceDgivesatightframe
withnormalizedatoms,DD=Klholds[1],[16].
Inthesparserepresentationapproach,thecandidateu
isexpressedbyalinear‑combinationofatomsinadictionary
D∈監Ix%i.e.
血=Dy,
wherey∈Iisacandidatecoefficientvector,andrefersto
thesolutionof也efollowingformofoptimizationproblem:
夕‑argmm￨lx‑PDy￨^+Ap(y),(3)
y
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(b) Basis

(a) ￨#o(e^¥ e‑^x)￨

D owns ampler Up sampler
(b) Decimation

Fig.5 A design example of nondirectional symmetric orthonormal
DWT, where ￨Wy,Nxy ‑ [4,4]y , i.e. the basis sizeis 10 x lO・

pT=P

‑

̲

一

一

一

Data: Observed picture x ∈ RJ

Pixel loss Zero padding Pixel loss Zeropadding

Result: Restored picture丘∈ RI

(c) PixeトIoss

Initi aliz ati on ;

i‑0・,

・(o) ‑去ATx;
Main iteration to血d y that minimizes /(y) ‑ ￨￨x ‑Ay‖2 +捕ll

Fig.6 Measurement processes with representative degradations and
their adjoint operators.

repeat

holds, where Amax(‑) denotes the maximum eigenvalue.

iトi+l;
y(0‑Tayl
.(/‑i)孟Ar(Ay(トォ));
until￨￨y(!'‑y(トl%/¥¥r鳩<E;
血←Dy(
・(0.

Thus, the Lipschitz constant is given by
α = 2KAmax(Pl n

=

In Algorithm 1, we can use the fact that the dictionary

2Amax(AIA) ‑ 2JOmax(P P), i.e. the Lipschitz con‑

D is decomposed into K orthonormal matrices and thus the

Algorithm 1: ISTA, where A

=

PD and α

parallel implementation is available.

stant of the gradient of ￨￨x ‑ Ay‖I [9].

3.3
where日用2 is the^2‑norm ofavector, y ∈

Examples of Measurement Process

is acoefficient

real parameter to control the trade‑off between reconstruc‑

The linear operator P in Fig. 1 includes blur, decimation
and/or pixel loss. Let us summarize也e image restoration

tion fidelity and sparsity. The purpose of this formulation is

of these problems.

vector, p(‑) is a regulanzation term andノ1 ≧ 0 is a scalar

to appropriately select atoms fitting a target image from the

dictionary. When p(‑) is a convex function, the proximal

3.3.1 Deblurnng

forward‑backward algorithm can be used to solve Eq. (3)
solver reduces to the iterative shrinkage/thresholding algo‑

Demurring is a problem to restore a clear picture丘om
blurred one, where AWGN is often assumed. In the frame‑

rithm (ISTA), which guarantees the convergence to an exact

work shown in Fig. 1, P is modeled as a convolution matrix

solution and applicable to large data such as images [9].

which consists of the impulse response, i.e. point‑spread‑

[9]. For p(y) = lly‖ i.e. the ^i‑norm regularization, the

function (PSF), with spatial shifts. The adjoint operation
3.2

with P required by ISTA is realized by the convolution with

Numerical Algorithm

spatially reversal system, i.e. the 1 80‑degree rotated version
If we select the ^i‑norm as the sparsity measure p(‑) in

ofPSF as shown in Fig. 6(a).

Eq.(3), we can use ISTA as the solver. ISTA with die‑
tionary D is shown m Algorithm 1 [9], where T^(‑) is the

3.3.2

Super‑Resolution

vector function that performs the element‑wise scalar soft‑

Super‑resolution is a problem to restore a clear high‑

shrinkage operation

resolution picture丘om a decimated or low‑resolution one.

r/l(v) = diag(sign(v)) ‑ (M ‑ Al)H

In Fig. 1, P is modeled as a convolution and downsam‑
pling matrix. The adjoint operation with P is composed of

where sign(‑) and l・
lute

values,

take the elemenトwise signs and abso‑

respectively,

and

(蝣)+

replaces

negative

elements

the upsampling and 1 80‑degree‑rotated convolution matrix.
Figure 6(b) shows the pair of the operations.

to zeros and remains positive elements. The Lipschitz con‑
stant α is determined only by the degradation process since

D constitutes a tight frame, DD

= KI and then

ux(ArA) = Amax(AAT) = omax(ppr)

= iLW(Py P)

3.3.3 Inpaintmg
Inpainting is a problem to restore missing pixels from the
other observed remaining pixels. P is simply modeled as a
diagonal matrix of which elements are either of 0 or 1 , which
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hand, the non‑subsampled Haar wavelet transform adopted
denotemissingandremainingpixelposition,respectively.
two‑level construction, where the redundancy results in K =
Thus,theadjointoperationwithPisexactlythesameasP
4 + 3 = 7. In addition, we perform image restoration with
sincePJ=P.Figure6(c)showsthepairoftheoperations.
some classical techniques as references.
Figure 7 shows original pictures used as unknown clean

4.SimulationResults

ones, u*. Tables 3 and 4 show the performance evaluations

Thissectionshowssomesimulationresultsofdeblurrmg, in terms of the peak‑signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and struc‑
super‑resolutionandinpaintinginordertoverifythesignif‑
tural similarity (SSIM) mdeces. The SSIM index measures
icanceofourproposeddictionaryUDSW.Weperformsim‑
a similarity of two images, which approaches to one when
illationunderthefixediterationconditionof30times.To the two images are perceptually close to each other n7]†.
assesstheperformance,theresultsoftheISTA‑basedimage
restorationiscomparedwiththoseofthenon‑subsampled 4.1 Deblurnng
Haarwavelettransform(NSHT).Thetransformsadoptedin
thissimulationaresummarizedinTable2,whereourpro‑
As the PSF h[ny, nx], we used the 2‑D Gaussian filter with
poseddictionaryUDSWconsistsofamultipleDirSOWTs
standard deviation <xh = 2.0. AWGN is also assumed with
of[Ny,Nx]T=[4,4].Weselectthefollowingfourangles
standard deviation <rn = 5. Figs.8, 9, 10 and ll show ob‑
for￠kinEq.(2)as

served pictures of "goldhill," "lena " "barbara" and 'ba‑
boon" and three different restoration results of each picture.

・*6<一芸,≡,筈An
‑6

As a classical deblurring technique, we adopted the Wiener
伝lter (MATLAB 'deconvwnr'function).

Thus,theredundancyresultsinK=1+4=5.Thenumber
Table 3 Comparison of PSNRs among three methods for various pic‑
oflevelsofeachDWTissettosix.Theseparametersare
experimentallyselected.Thebasisterminationmethodfor tares and measurement processes, where parameter A, of which value is
given in the parenthesis, is experimentally given. ̀Classical'means Wiener,
theboundaryoperationisalsoapplied[12].Ontheother
Bicubic and Median filter for deblurring, super‑resolution and inpamtmg,
respectively. The number of iterations is limited to 30.

Table2Adoptedtransformsandtheirfeatures.
A brv.
N SH T

U D SW

Process

Features
Tw o‑levelnon‑subsam pled H aarDW T,
separable,tight,nondirectional
U nion of sixー
levelisotropic SOW T and
D irSOW Tsw ith tw o TV M sof[N y,N XY = [4,Ay
nonseparable,tight,m ultidirectional

D e m u rrin g

Super
R e so lu tion

In p ain tm g

Picture

C lassical

N SH T

g o ld h ill

2 4 .4 1

2 8 .4 5 (0 .0 0 1 1)

ー

2 8 .4 7 (0 .0 0 2 8

U D SW

Len a
b a rb a ra

2 5 .4 1

2 9 .9 0 (0 .0 0 12 )
2 3 .9 2 (0 .0 0 1 1)

3 0 .l l (0 .0 0 4 0 )
2 3 .9 4 (0 .0 0 3 2

baboon

2 2 .12
2 1.15

2 1.8 3 (0 .0 0 0 0 )

2 1 .8 3 (0 .0 0 0 1)

g o ld h ill

2 5 .9 7

2 9 .l l (0 .0 0 0 3 )

Len a
h a rb a ra

2 6 .9 8
2 2 .9 1

3 0 .6 9 (0 .0 0 0 5 )
2 4 .1 3 (0 .0 0 0 4 )

2 8 .9 8 (0 .0 0 0 5 )
3 0 .6 0 (0 .0 0 10 )

baboon

2 0 .8 4

2 1 .9 4 (0 .0 0 0 2 )

2 1 .9 3 (0 .0 0 0 3 )

g o ld h ill

2 3 .6 4

Len a
b a rb a ra

2 3 .9 0
2 2 .0 9

16 .18 (0 .0 4 4 7 )
15 .6 8 (0 .0 4 5 9 )

2 9 .6 6 (0 .0 9 4 0 )
3 0 .9 4 (0 .10 4 1)

baboon

2 1.l l

24 .1 0 (0 .0 0 0 4 )

15 .4 5 (0 .0 4 6 7 )

2 7 .5 4 (0 .10 8 8)

14 .9 0 (0 .04 7 8)

2 4 .7 8 (0 .10 5 2

Table 4 Comparison of SSIM indexes among three methods for various
pictures and measurement processes, where parameter A, of which value is
given in the parenthesis, is experimentally given. 'Classical'means Wiener,
Bicubic and Median filter for deblurring, super‑resolution and mpaintmg,
respectively. The number of iterations is limited to 30.

0 .6 3 3
0 .6 6 6

0 .7 2 3 (0 .0 0 1 0 )
0 .7 9 6 (0 .0 0 12 )

0 .7 2 4 (0 .0 0 2 6)

0 .5 4 3

0 .6 5 7 (0 .0 0 10

b a bo o n

0 .5 17

0 .5 2 8 (0 .0 0 0 2

0 .6 6 8 (0 .0 0 4 4 )
0 .5 2 8 (0 .0 0 0 3

g o ld h ill

0 .6 82
0 .80 2

0 .7 6 7 (0 .0 0 0 3 )
0 .85 9 (0 .0 0 0 3 )

0 .7 5 9 (0 .0 0 0 4 )

Len a
ba rba ra
b a bo o n

0 .64 6
0 .4 3 3

0 .7 0 0 (0 .0 0 0 3 )
0 .5 4 7 (0 .0 0 0 2 )

0 .6 9 6 (0 .0 0 0 4
0 .5 4 4 (0 .0 0 0 3 )

g o ld h ill

0 .7 9 1

0 .3 52 (0 .0 8 7 4 )

0 .8 0 3 (0 .0 8 3 6 )

Len a
h a rb o ra
b a b o on

0 .8 0 8
0 .7 9 1

0 .2 8 9 (0 .0 9 4 8 )
0 .3 7 9 (0 .0 7 2 2 )

0 .8 5 6 (0 .0 8 7 3 )
0 .8 4 5 (0 .0 8 9 6 )

0 .7 5 8

0 .3 9 7 (0 .10 3 2 )

0 .7 6 9 (0 .0 8 2 4 )

g o ld h ill
D e m u rrin g

S u p er
R e so lu tio n

In p aintin g

Len a
ha rba ra

0 .8 2 1 (0 .0 0 5 9)

0 .8 5 4 (0 .0 0 0 4 )

'MATLAB function ssimJndex.m from http://www.cns.nyu.
Fig.7

0riginalpictures u of size 512 × 512, 8‑bit grayscale.

edu/ lcv/ssim/ was used.
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(a) Observed

(b) Wiener

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Fig. 8 Partial results of deblurring for "goldhill."

(a) Observed
Fig. 9

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results ofdeblurrmg for "lena."

(a) Observed
Fig. 10

(b) Wiener

(b) Wiener

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results of deblurring for "barbara."

(a) Observed
Fig. 11

(b) Wiener

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results of deblurring for "baboon."

(a) Observed

(b) Bicubic

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Fig. 12 Partial results of super‑resolution for "goldhill."

(a) Observed
Fig. 13

(b) Bicubic

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results of supeトresolution for "lena!'

(a) Observed
Fig. 14

(b) Bicubic

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results of supeトresolution for "barbara."

(a) Observed

(b) Bicubic

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Fig. 15 Partial results of super‑resolution for "baboon."

(a) Observed

(b) Median

Fig. 16

(b) Median

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

(a) Observed
Fig. 19

(d) UDSW

Partial results of mpamting for 'goldhill.'

(a) Observed

(a) Observed

(c) NSHT

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results ofmpamting for "Lena!'

(b) Median

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results of mpainting for "barbara."

(b) Median

(c) NSHT

(d) UDSW

Partial results ofinpainting for "baboon!

The results with UDSW have less degradation of tex‑
ture than those with Wiener and NSHT. From Tables 3 and

index. From Figs. 20 and 21, it is observed that the perfor‑
mance of NSHT worsen as iteration increases, whereas the

4, it is observed that UDSW shows almost the best perfor‑
mance among three methods in terms of PSNR and SSIM

performance of UDSW is stable.
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(a) Deblurring
Fig.20

(b) Super‑Resolution

(c) Inpainting

Comparison of convergence of UDSW and NSHT in PSNR. These simulation results are

obtained for "Lena.

(a) Deblurring
Fig.21

(b) Super‑Resolution

(c) Inpainting

Comparison of convergence of UDSW and NSHT in SSEVt. These simulation results are

obtained for lena. '

18 and 19 lose 30% pixels randomly. As a classical ap‑
4.2

Super Resolution

proach to fill the lost pixels, we used the median filter (MAT‑
LAB medfilt2'function) with the square window of size

In this simulation, we assumed the 2‑D Gaussian丘Iter with
standard deviation <rh = 2.0 as a PSF f[ny,nx] and the
downsampling with factor two in every horizontal and verti‑
cal direction. Any noise is not explicitly added. In Figs. 12,
13, 14 and 15, the super‑resolution performances are com‑
pared among three methods for "goldhill " "lena," "bar‑
bara 'and "baboon?'As a classical scaling‑up technique,
we used the bicubic interpolator (MATLAB ̀lmresize
function).
From Tables 3 and 4, it is observed that the perfor‑

mances of NSHT and UDSW are comparable to each other

5 × 5, while the other pixels are unchanged. The lost pix‑

els are assumed to have zero values. Note that the ISTA‑
based restoration does not assume any value on the lost pix‑
els. Any noise is not explicitly added. From Tables 3 and 4,
UDSW shows significant performance improvement of in‑
painting. Our conjecture is that the atoms of NSHT have
quite small region of support for inpainting.

From Figs. 20 and 21, the result with UDSW converges
to a solution at about 100 iterations.
5. Conclusions

and superior to the bicubic interpolation. The performance

of NSHT is slightly superior to that of UDSW. Our conjee‑

A novel image restoration technique was proposed by intro‑

ture is that the atoms of NSHT丘t to the downsampling grid.

ducmg a union of hierarchical DirLOTs. Through the appli‑

Note that our proposed method archives these results with

cation to deblurnng, supeトresolution and inpainting of im‑

less redundancy.

ages, it was shown that the proposed technique enjoys supe‑
nor or comparable performance to the non‑subsampled Haar

4.3 Inpainting

wavelet transform with the ISTA‑based approach. Last but
not least, our proposed method achieves these results with
less redundancy than that of the conventional dictionary.

Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 compare the inpainting perfor‑
mances among three methods for "goldhill," "lena," "bar‑
bara " and "baboon!'The observed picture in Figs. 16, 17,
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